
Minutes UCC            10/29/07  
  
Present:  
UCC Voting:  Robert Aboolian, Annette Daoud, Jule Gomez de Garcia, Kara Witzke, 

Olaf Hansen  
Excused: Dawn Formo, Gabriela Sonntag 
Ex officio:   David Barsky, Virgina Mann 
 

1. We approved the minutes from October 15. 
2. We discussed the new catalog description for HIST333, UCC approved the new catalog 

description and the course pending a change of the title (from “Britain in the Americas, 
1497-1775” to the “British Empire in the Americas, 1497-1775”).  

3. We approved the Global Supply Chain Management Option in the College of Business 
Administration. 

4. We approved the course proposal for MASS431, but asked Virginia Mann to change the 
word “Pol” in the banner title to “Politics”.  

5. We discussed the answer from Pat Stall to our questions about LTWR336E and 
LTWR503. David Barsky mentioned that the SSPP Waiver will expire in two years 
anyway for the LTWR program. He will try to get the original SSPP proposal for the 
LTWR department and UCC will determine to which extend the proposed courses match 
the original SSPP proposal. We will also ask Heidi Breuer if she can find out if another 
course number would be suitable for LTWR503C, in this way problems with the CCTC 
requirements would be avoided. 

6. We discussed the new P-Form template. The last page of the P-Form template (with 
references to the chancellor’s office) will be deleted. Item 9.a will become the only item 
in Section 9, so no “a” item anymore. 

7. We discussed the Minor in Critical Intercultural Communication. UCC had no objections 
to the proposed Minor but we noticed that the course COMM495 has COMM100 as a 
prerequisite and this course is not part of the requirements for the minor. UCC will ask 
Dreama Moon if it is possible to add COMM100 to the list of required courses for this 
Minor.  

8. We started to discuss the new ELB option in Nursing. We found several minor problems 
with the catalog copy and the course descriptions. Virginia Mann took notes and David 
Barsky will work with Judy Papenhausen to incorporate these changes into the P-Form.  
 
 

 
Olaf Hansen 
  


